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Programme 9
15 March                                                 by  Janice Johnston 

A story about a farmer at a sheep dog trial in Castlewellan, which includes a wide variety of means of 
communication e.g. language; letters; phones; newspapers; radio; phone text; emails - and whistles.

Story

Half way up the Þ eld there were two gates with a big gap between them.  The dog and his handler would 
have to bring the sheep up the Þ eld and through between the two gates.  Then there was a big circle marked 
on the grass.  When the dog brought the sheep here, the handler and the dog would separate the sheep into 
two groups inside the circle.  The last task would be to put all the sheep into the pen and close the gate.

�Come on, Gypsy,� Mr Wilson said���

After the Programme

words for discussion:-  email; a test; the organiser; sheepdog trial; text message; a handler; a judge.

-   List and discuss as many different types of communication as possible � when do we use 
    each?

   How to communicate directly with someone:
• by phone (if they are in)
• by email (if they have a computer and connector)
• by letter (takes time)
• phone text (if they have a mobile)
• call round (how far away are they?

  
    How we might receive communications:

• by newspaper
• magazines
• radio
• television
• internet

-   Has anyone in the class been to a sheepdog trial?  Talk about it.
-   Discuss caring for pets and animals and training them.
-   Write a class letter to someone who has left, or is off ill.
-   Invent some whistles � or if that is too difÞ cult, some hand signals � to convey instructions.
    One person is the �farmer� giving the orders, the rest �sheep dogs�.
-   Ask the class to think of ways they could communicate without speaking e.g. mime, 
    drawing pictures, facial expressions, writing, gestures � nod, shake of the head etc.
-   Practise some body language.  (Think of all the messages you can convey by just face or   
    hands).  Play wordless charades or try to pass on a message without speaking.  Show how  
    you feel by facial expression.
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 Make a �telephone� from two paper cups/cans with a cord drawn tightly between them.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk about real
    and imaginary experiences and about people, places, things and
    events.

Reading:   Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and understand a 
    range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented 
    on tape, radio or television.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety of forms,   
    including stories; letters; description of people or places; 

    greeting cards,

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 9
ENGLISH
letters
greeting cards
descriptive writing
discussion

SCIENCE
animals
construct 'telephones'
means of communication

PE
mime
body language

GEOGRAPHY
communications
means of travel
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